
A HISTORY OF POTTERY IN THE HOPI INDIANS IN ARIZONA

The Hopi are a Native American tribe, who primarily live on the Hopi Reservation in northeastern Arizona. As of the
census, there were 19, Hopi in the United States. The Hopi language is one of 30 in the Uto-Aztecan language family.
The majority of Hopi people are enrolled in the Hopi Tribe of Arizona but The Hopi observe their traditional ceremonies
for the benefit of the.

S government did not grant the Navajo any type of permission to reside on the Hopi Reservation that was
declared in ; and that the remaining Hopi land was to be shared with the Navajo. The current tribal officers
are: [24] Chairman: Timothy L. Hopi Indians lived in pueblos, which are homes made of mud and stones dried
clay. The Bureau of Indian Affairs did not set up land allotments in the Southwest. Each piece told a story and
was used for everything from bathing to cooking. Also toward the end if the fifth minute and into the sixth the
narrator, Mr. The evenings could get cool and they would keep warm by using their blankets and gathering
around a fire. For the Hopi, the Act would destroy their ability to farm, their main means of income. These
natives were referred to as "hostiles" because they opposed the American government and its attempts to force
assimilation. He noted that there were five Hopi villages and around 12, Hopi people. Archaeologist J. The
men of the tribe were the hunters, weavers, and performers of various ceremonies. The word Hopi means
peaceful ones, or hopeful. While at the Zuni villages, he learned of the Hopi tribe. Baskets are used to hold
food, belongings, and other items. They wore very little clothing and adorned themselves with feathers and
wildflowers. D  Plaques are used in certain ceremonies. The Hopi performed a ritualistic snake dance that is
said to bring good luck and prosper to the tribe. Eventually the Hopi went before the Senate Committee of
Interior and Insular Affairs to ask them to help provide a solution to the dispute. The government sent troops
to arrest the 19 parents and sent them to Alcatraz Prison , where they stayed for a year. Paint was applied with
a yucca leaf brush. Carleton, with the assistance of Kit Carson , was assigned to travel through the area. A
tradition for Hopi children was to wait twenty days after they were born, then the parents would hold the child
facing the sun on the 20th day. The most common types of pottery are shallow bowls and flat-shouldered jars.
Boys, who were also forced to cut their long hair, were taught European farming and carpentry skills. For the
best experience please upgrade your IE version or switch to a another web browser. They also perform many
other dances and rituals. Related Stories:. S citizens with the Indian Citizenship Act. The process for preparing
the clay involves drying, soaking, washing, grinding, sifting, and adding temper. Loololma, village chief of
Oraibi at the time, was very impressed with Washington. Here is the URL for a video which deals with Hopi
arts and crafts. Spanish oppression and attempts to convert the Hopi caused the Hopi over time to become
increasingly intolerant towards their occupiers. Many times the visits were from military explorations. Arthur
passed an executive order creating a reservation for the Hopi.


